Objective: Clinical intuition suggests that risk-reducing treatments are more beneficial for patients with greater risk of disease. This intuition contributes to our rationale for tolerating greater adverse event risk in the setting of secondary prevention of certain diseases such as myocardial infarction or stroke. However, under certain conditions treatment benefits may be greater in primary prevention, even when the treatment carries harmful adverse effect potential.
Introduction
In the absence of cost or risk, effective preventative medicine would always be appropriate. However, cost and adverse event risk mandate balance between the risks and benefits of therapy in relation to disease severity. Preventative strategies are commonly dichotomized as primary vs. secondary, depending on whether the disease event (such as heart attack or stroke) has occurred. Some treatments that carry high adverse event risk may be reserved for patients deemed to be at higher disease event risk, as is commonly the case for event survivors, that is, the secondary prevention setting. In contrast, primary prevention strategies, which may be undertaken in more broad populations for longer time frames, are often reserved for treatments with safer profiles. Many approaches to riskebenefit balance in primary vs. secondary prevention have been reported [1e14] , which variably consider factors such as disease severity, capacity to risk stratify, medication efficacy, and adverse event risk.
Here, we use simple Markov decision models [15e19] to compare outcomes in primary and secondary prevention across a range of treatment risks and benefits. We define primary prevention as treating asymptomatic patients to reduce the chances of a disease event, and secondary prevention as treating patients who have already suffered at least one disease event (and thus are in a higher risk category) to reduce the chances of additional events. We recognize that the public health literature sometimes specifies secondary prevention as referring to affected but asymptomatic patients and tertiary prevention as referring to affected symptomatic patients. The cardiovascular and cerebrovascular literature generally uses primary and secondary prevention as we have defined it here.
a Our analysis generalizes therefore to primary prevention when compared with either secondary or tertiary preventiondso long as the risk associated with the disease is increased in the secondary or tertiary states. We compare the primary vs. secondary prevention settings to illustrate the different riskebenefit balance issues; we recognize that in some settings the same treatment may be used in primary and secondary prevention, and that some treatment decisions do not require a comparison of risk benefit What is new?
1. It is commonly held that treatments carrying risk of harm should be restricted to secondary/tertiary preventiondthat is, to patients at high risk of morbidity and/or mortality. Our results suggest that primary prevention strategies need not be limited to low-risk interventions.
2. Our results complement traditional wisdom (such as ''an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure,'' or ''high-risk patients have greater benefit from risk-reducing medications'') by providing a quantitative framework for approaching these opposing riskebenefit strategies.
3. A spectrum of factors should be considered when making determinations of riskebenefit balance in primary vs. secondary prevention. In particular, it is a useful heuristic to consider the transition from primary to secondary prevention risk states as an important theoretical and practical target for riskebenefit analysis. If the risk status change associated with such a transition is large, primary prevention treatments associated with more than minimal risk may still be an option.
between primary and secondary prevention circumstances. We show the critical importance of the transition from the primary prevention state (i.e., no prior event) to the secondary prevention state (i.e., survived a prior event)dand that delaying this transition can carry substantial weight in terms of overall benefit. Interventions that reduce this transition rate prevent progression to the high-risk secondary prevention state. In certain circumstances, preventing this risk upgrade can be so dominant that primary prevention may be favored over secondary prevention even for a risky intervention. The results challenge the notion that interventions with nontrivial side effect profiles should invariably be restricted to patient populations at high disease risk such as those in the secondary prevention state.
Methods and results
We begin with two simplified models in which primary and secondary prevention are risk states. These basic models aid our understanding of more complex/realistic models. Moreover, clinical trials typically consider either primary or secondary prevention populations, but not both. In the former, clinical endpoints such as death or a nonfatal event are often low probability. Thus, to evaluate an intervention for secondary prevention, clinical trials enroll patients who already meet these criteria, as opposed to enrolling nonfatal event subjects from a primary prevention trial. Here, we model both clinical settings in parallel. Extending the simple models, as we do later, by allowing transitions from primary to secondary prevention allows more realistic comparisons of primary and secondary prevention settings.
We implemented model simulations using custom code in MATLAB (Natick, MA). The parameter values are intentionally discussed in abstract terms for illustrative purposes only: these are values that might possibly arise in particular situations, but are not based on actual clinical examples. Thus, the magnitudes of the harms and benefits shown in the figures may be very different for particular applications, even when the qualitative riskebenefit relationships are similar to those shown in the figures.
Model 1
We first consider the simplest possible case (Fig. 1A) : transition from a state of health to death from an event such as myocardial infarction or stroke. Patients in the primary prevention state are by definition at lower risk for the event than those in the secondary prevention state. The a and b terms denote the (untreated) event risk in primary and secondary prevention, respectively. Secondary prevention is a higher risk state, such that b O a.
We represent the impact of treatment as a fractional reduction of the transition rate to death, applied equally to primary and to secondary prevention. This relative risk is denoted by a (Fig. 1B) . Treatment benefit is therefore represented by decreasing the baseline event risks in primary and secondary prevention from a and b to aa and ab, respectively. Note that, while the relative risk reduction (1 À a) is the same in primary and secondary prevention, the absolute risk reduction is greater in the higher risk state of secondary prevention (because b(1 À a) O a(1 À a)). We assume here that all events are lethal; primary prevention cases never transition to secondary prevention cases. Comparisons of these two models will therefore be analogous to comparisons between different clinical trials that contrast treatment effects within primary vs. secondary prevention categories. In typical trials, patients are followed until reaching a clinical endpoint without the possibility of primary prevention patients ''crossing over'' into the secondary prevention state for continued observation.
We display outcomes of simulated patients in terms of quality of life (QOL) and a related term that captures the cumulative QOL, quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) [20, 21] . These measures may be interpreted at a population level (fraction of surviving individuals) or in terms of the individual (probability of remaining alive). QOL values vary between 1 (''full health,'' the default initial state) and 0 (death). Death is an absorbing state, so that QOL ultimately decays to zero, whereas the cumulative value, QALYs, approaches a final asymptotic value.
The mean QOL (Fig. 1C ) and the cumulative QALYs over time (Fig. 1D) are shown on and off treatment; see Appendix B on the journal's Web site at www.jclinepi.com for equations. The difference between the curves reflecting on vs. off treatment is shown as ''QOL gained'' (Fig. 1E ) and ''QALYs gained'' (Fig. 1F) . These curves illustrate an important feature regarding the distinct time courses of benefit in the primary and secondary prevention settings. In primary prevention, the QOL curve decays more slowly on treatment than off treatment (reflecting the treatment's benefit), and the net benefit on treatment persists for many years (Fig. 1E) . In contrast, patients in secondary prevention die more rapidly overall, such that their treatment-related benefit peaks earlier but declines more quickly because of the higher death rate. A similar pattern is seen in the cumulative QALYs curve.
Two important observations follow from this simple model. First, the magnitude of QOL benefit in the short run will always be greater in the secondary prevention setting. This corresponds to the general clinical intuition that patients at higher baseline risk will have greater immediate benefit from preventative medications. Secondly, despite the greater absolute risk reduction conferred by treatment in secondary prevention, the long-term QALYs benefit is always greater in primary prevention. Simple calculations demonstrating these two important dynamics are shown in the Appendix A.
It is useful to summarize whether a particular model can (for any set of parameters) exhibit greater treatment benefit in primary vs. secondary prevention. In this first model, there is only one possible ''benefit profile'' of long-term QALYs for the treatment (Table 1) : treatment always confers net benefit in both primary and secondary prevention, with the greatest benefit (largest QALY's gain) in primary prevention. This pattern in this (over)simplified model follows directly from the reasonable assumption that b O a.
It is also worth emphasizing again that the net QALYs gained initially favor secondary prevention because the same relative protection is being applied to a larger transition rate to the death state (Fig. 1F) . However, over time the lines crossover as more patients in primary prevention survive relative to secondary prevention. Thus, the time frame of the observation will influence the net QALYs gained. More realistic clinical circumstances allow for different benefit profiles, which we consider next.
Model 2
We next introduce a treatment harm factor (h) into the transition rates from primary prevention and secondary prevention states to death. The treatment benefit is still modeled as a decreased transition rate to death. However, this benefit is offset by the harm factor, which is represented by an independent path to the death state applied equally to primary and secondary prevention states ( Fig. 2A, B) . The QALY's curves on treatment decay faster in this case (compared with Fig. 1 ), owing to the harm factor, shown for two harm levels (Fig. 2C, D) . Panel C shows the effect of an amount of harm small enough (relative to the treatment benefit) that the treatment is still beneficial in both primary and secondary prevention. The presence of an overall benefit indicates the death rate decreases with treatment; for primary prevention, this implies that benefit (aa) and harm (h) are favorably balanced such that aa þ h ! a. This inequality specifies that the treatment benefit outweighs the treatment harm. For secondary prevention, benefit (ba) and harm (h) are favorably balanced such that ba þ h ! b. Overall benefit is preserved, despite the harm factor, because we choose the harm h to be less than the absolute risk reductions, a(1 À a) and b(1 À a). Fig. 2D shows the effect of a larger amount of harm, chosen so that treatment yields net harm in primary prevention, while providing net benefit in secondary prevention. This pattern holds for this inequality: h O a(1 À a), and h ! b(1 À a). The clinical intuition is that one would be more tolerant of treatment-related harm in the secondary prevention setting but less tolerant of that harm in primary prevention. When the harm factor outweighs the benefit factor in primary prevention, but does not yet outweigh the secondary prevention benefit, then treatment will always have net benefit for secondary prevention and net harm in primary prevention.
The spectrum of possible benefit profiles (long-term QALYs) for Model 2 can be summarized as follows ( Table 1 ). As in Model 1, it remains possible (when the harm factor is relatively small) for treatment to be most beneficial in primary prevention, while still providing benefit in secondary prevention (Fig. 1) . However, for larger harm factors, it is possible to obtain positive benefit in secondary prevention, while the benefit in primary prevention is smaller (Fig. 2B ) or even negative (Fig. 2C) . It is also possible to do net harm in both primary and secondary prevention (not shown), but such treatments clearly would never be used (and if they were used, the amount of harm would always be greater in primary than in secondary prevention). By contrast, it is not possible to set Model 2 parameters such that a treatment does more harm in secondary compared with primary prevention, nor is it possible to confer harm in secondary prevention while remaining beneficial in primary prevention. These clinical possibilities require an additional modification, which we consider next.
Model 3
We next incorporated a transition (c) from primary to secondary prevention states (Fig. 3A, B) . This nonlethal event pathway leads to higher risk of death by virtue of this transition to the high risk secondary prevention state. Although we conceptualize the transition to secondary prevention as a discrete event (e.g., a nonlethal myocardial infarction), the same construct could be used for subclinical progression of disease. The essential element is the acquisition of higher risk for future events/death. For some diseases, it is appropriate to include in the model a decrement in QOL at the time of transition, as when the nonlethal event may leave the patient disabled [11] . For simplicity, we assume no loss of life quality (similar results follow if a quality adjustment factor is included).
This primary-to-secondary transition in Model 3 allows primary prevention to progress to death in one of two ways: directly, as before, or indirectly, via the secondary prevention state. This additional transition pathway introduces new dynamics to the QALYs analysis and, consequently, Table 1 . Exhaustive list of benefit profiles Exhaustive list of possible relative benefit profiles for primary vs. secondary prevention. Shading indicates sign of benefit: no shading denotes positive benefit, dark shading denotes negative benefit (harm). The pairs with the normal font denote relative magnitude of benefit or harm (e.g., darkly shaded italicized P denotes greater harm than for the darkly shaded S). Fig. 1B (left) by the addition of a harm factor, h, to each transition rate to death (right). B. Mean quality of life (QOL) and cumulative quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) are shown in the top row, for primary prevention (black lines) and secondary prevention (gray lines), comparing on treatment (solid lines) to off treatment (dashed lines), as in Fig. 1 . The bottom row shows the net gain on treatment in each setting, by subtracting the off-treatment lines from the on-treatment lines of the QOL and QALYs curves. In this set of plots, the harm factor, h, was chosen to be small relative to the benefit factor (a) such that net benefit was achieved in both primary and secondary prevention. C. Plots are as in panel B, but in this case, the harm factor, h, was chosen to be large enough (relative to the benefit factor) that secondary prevention is the only setting in which the treatment is predicted to provide benefit. a richer set of possible riskebenefit profiles (Table 1 and Fig. 3 ). In addition, we introduce a ''protection factor,'' b, to reflect the benefit of a treatment in reducing the transition from the primary to secondary prevention state. This aspect of treatment-related benefit can be different than the risk reduction parameter (a). For example, HMG coenzyme A reductase inhibitors (statins) are found to confer different levels of relative risk reduction for lethal vs. nonlethal outcomes of ischemic stroke and myocardial infarction [11] .
Parameters can be chosen in this model to achieve net benefit that is greater in primary prevention (as in Models 1 and 2) or in secondary prevention (as in Model 2). It is also possible to chose parameters to simultaneously achieve net harm in primary prevention but net benefit in secondary prevention, or net harm in both but with the greater harm done in primary prevention (as in Model 2). More interestingly, it is also now possible to choose parameters to achieve the following challenging clinical outcome (not possible in Model 1 or 2): a benefit solely in primary prevention while net harm occurs in secondary prevention (Fig. 3, CeF) . This model demonstrates the difficulty with assuming that treatment-related harm is always more tolerable in higher risk (i.e., secondary prevention) settings.
In contrast to Models 1 and 2, the dynamics governing the loss of life in primary prevention using Model 3 now consist of a mixture of two different exponentially decaying curves, corresponding to the direct and indirect (via secondary prevention state) transition from primary prevention to death. Graphically, this dynamic is reflected in the observation that the on-treatment and off-treatment curves can crossover one another. For example, in Fig. 3C , the offtreatment curve initially decays more slowly than the ontreatment curve. However, after a sufficient proportion of the population has transitioned to secondary prevention, the curves cross, and beyond this point the decay is slower in the on-treatment condition.
We next consider the ''maximum tolerable harm,'' defined as the value of the treatment-related harm factor that exactly offsets treatment benefit (Fig. 4A) . In the case of secondary prevention, which has only one transition to consider (to the death state), the maximum tolerable harm is simply the value of the harm factor h that exactly offsets the risk reduction conferred by the treatment, that is, h 5 b (1 À a) . For primary prevention, the maximum tolerable harm depends on five variables, a, b, c, b, and a, taking into account the direct and indirect pathways to death. The maximum tolerable harm is a threshold concept that can be visualized by holding constant the transition parameters a, b, and c, and the benefit parameter (a), and plotting the long-term QALYs gained across a range of harm factors.
In Fig. 4A , the zero crossing of this curve is the maximum tolerable harm for primary prevention for one set of parameters. Fig. 4B illustrates the dependence of the cumulative (long-term) QALYs gained in primary prevention (encoded by the grayscale) on two variables: the harm factor (h) and the protection factor (b). The thick contour curve indicates the point of net zero benefit. Combinations of h and b to the left of this line result in net benefit, whereas combinations to the right produce net harm. The dashed vertical line marks the value of the harm parameter at which there is zero net benefit in the secondary prevention setting. Note that for any given value of h, moving from high b (indicating low protection against transition from primary to secondary prevention) to low b (indicating good protection), one crosses into contour zones of increasing level of benefit. The magnitude of protection (b) required to achieve a net QALYs benefit depends on the harm factor: greater protection is required to counterbalance greater harm. More importantly, the plot illustrates areas of the parameter space in which net benefit occurs in primary prevention (left of the zero contour). A small range of parameters allows net Fig. 4 . Summary plots of riskebenefit analysis. A. Long-term quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) gain in the primary prevention case of Model 3 are plotted against a range of harm factors, with the remaining parameters held constant. B. Using Model 3, net change in cumulative QALYs because of treatment (DQ) are shown for primary prevention as a grayscale dimension for combinations of treatment-related harm (h) and treatment-related protection against transition from primary to secondary prevention (b). The bolded contour line is the zero net benefit boundary between net benefit (to the left) and net harm (to the right). The dashed vertical line marks the value of h at where net benefit is zero in secondary prevention. C. Using Model 3, net QALYs (DQ) are shown for primary prevention as a grayscale dimension for combinations of off-treatment death rate in primary prevention (a) (expressed as a percentage of the off-treatment death rate in secondary prevention, b) and treatment-related protection against transition from primary to secondary prevention (b). As above, the bolded contour line is the zero net benefit boundary, with net benefit to the left and net harm to the right. D. Using Model 3, the maximum tolerable harm (MTH) is shown in grayscale as a function of the two benefit factors of treatment: decreased transition to death (a) and decreased transition to secondary prevention (b).
benefit in the primary prevention setting and net harm in the secondary prevention setting (right of the vertical dashed line). If we consider circumstances in which the treatment a value were lower (more protective) in the secondary than in the primary prevention settings, the possibility of a treatment having benefit in primary prevention but harm in secondary prevention would be very small, whereas a smaller (more protective) value of a in primary prevention would increase the chances of this situation. Fig. 4C illustrates how net QALYs in primary prevention (encoded by the grayscale) depend on two distinct factors: 1) the off-treatment death rate in primary prevention (a, expressed here as a percentage of b, the off-treatment death rate in secondary prevention), and 2) the protection factor (b) that decreases the transition from the primary to secondary prevention state. The contour line indicating zero net benefit is again marked with a bolded black line. Combinations of a and b to its left confer net benefit, whereas combinations to its right produce net harm. Note that the contours on either side of the zero-benefit contour bend in opposite directions, further away from each other as the baseline death rate in primary prevention increases. To the right of the zero net gain contour line, for any given value of b, the net benefit varies with the difference between the pre-and posttreatment death rates, a À (aa þ h) 5 a(1 À a) þ h, which increases with a (i.e., the higher the baseline risk, the larger the absolute difference made by the intervention). Thus, moving up along any vertical line to the right of the zero contour, one crosses into contours of larger benefit or, more precisely, decreasing levels of harm. However, to the left of the line, b is sufficiently small to produce some net (positive) benefit, via sufficiently preventing the transition to the high-risk secondary prevention state. Under these conditions, the advantage of the treatment hinges on the relatively lower risk of death in primary prevention (a) when compared with secondary prevention (b). So, for any given value of b small enough to produce a net benefit (by keeping enough patients in the primary prevention state) the treatment benefit is greater for smaller values of a; hence, one encounters contours with larger net benefits by moving down the plot, toward a 5 0. Fig. 4D shows a two-factor contour plot of the maximum tolerable harm in primary prevention as a function of the ''direct'' (a) and ''indirect'' (b) benefits of treatment, with values for the other parameters held constant. Larger harms are tolerated when the treatment confers greater risk reduction via either of the two available paths: decreasing the rate of death (small a) or decreasing transition into the higherrisk secondary prevention state (small b). At the upper right corner, the treatment confers no benefit and, accordingly, the maximum tolerable harm is zero. By contrast, at the lower left corner, the treatment is perfectly protective against the direct pathway to death (a 5 0) and the transition to secondary prevention (b 5 0), effectively rendering the patient ''immortal'' except for harmful treatment effects, hence the maximum tolerable harm is large. Most interestingly, the results emphasize the importance of protecting against the transition from primary to secondary prevention states. For essentially any value of a, setting b small enough still places one within the black contour, implying a large degree of tolerable harm. In other words, a certain amount of treatment risk may be theoretically justified even if the sole effect of the treatment is to prevent transition to the secondary prevention state, even without altering the baseline risk. We recognize that, in practice, for diseases such as heart attack and stroke, complete decoupling and hence differential targeting of these model pathways may not presently be possible. For example, antiplatelet or lipid-lowering medications decrease the risk of both lethal and nonlethal cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events. Nevertheless, the possibility of such treatments in principle is not widely appreciated and should not be overlooked.
Discussion
We provide a framework to approach several important considerations that frequently arise in the riskebenefit balance of medical treatment decisions. First, it is crucial to distinguish relative vs. absolute differences in quantifying degree of benefit. This is true in the general sense that impressive relative benefits may not actually be clinically meaningful when considered in terms of actual magnitude. In our models, the same relative protection afforded by a treatment confers different absolute net benefit (in longterm QALYs gained) depending on other parameters, including time frame of observation. Secondly, the time frame of observation can markedly alter the interpretation of benefit. An early smaller net benefit in primary prevention may at a later time show the reverse patterndsmaller in secondary prevention. This benefit dynamic was evident even in our simple Model 1, and certainly occurs in the more realistic Model 3. More importantly, a relative risk reduction applied to a low-risk level over a lifetime (as in primary prevention) can ultimately produce a larger cumulative benefit than when applied to a higher level of baseline risk with shorter life expectancy (as in secondary prevention). Thirdly, the clinical intuition that adverse treatment effects should only be tolerated in high-risk (secondary prevention) settings is not absolute, as our models demonstrate the possibility of circumstances in which treatment-related harm can be tolerated even for the sole purpose of primary prevention. When we model treatment benefit to include preventing the transition to a higher-risk (secondary prevention) state, the possibility emerges of substantial benefit in treating the low-risk primary prevention population even when the treatment produces frank net harm in the higherrisk secondary prevention population. One could discontinue such a treatment once an event occurred, such as coumadin for primary stroke prevention, if the eventual stroke were considered to place the patient at high risk for anticoagulation (such as a cerebellar stroke that increased the fall risk).
Relating the framework outlined here to clinical trial data can be considered best in the context of Model 3.
The transition values can be extracted from the literature as follows. Primary prevention trials contain rates of death from the event in question (transition a), and contain rates of nonfatal events (transition c). Secondary prevention trials contain rates of fatal events (transition b). Adverse effect rates (harm) can be extracted from both kinds of trials, as can the benefit provided by the treatment. For reasons of power in low probability event settings (such as heart attack or stroke), gathering all of these transitions and values from a single trial is usually impractical, and thus data from primary and secondary prevention trials would be combined to populate models such as these. Therefore, decision analysis serves an important purpose of rationally approaching what cannot easily be achieved by means of a single clinical trial.
The simple models studied here suggest that clinical circumstances may theoretically support any possible combination of favoring or avoiding a treatment in either primary or secondary prevention. In turn, this means that physicians should consider the potential downside of the heuristic of reserving treatments only for those deemed to be at high risk by reflexively withholding treatments until the secondary prevention setting (or alternatively, not treating at-risk patients in primary prevention as often occurs with statins [22] ). The added complexity of the primary vs. secondary riske benefit calculations discussed here also suggest a greater need for careful decision-theoretic models, especially for treatment policies that affect large patient populations. Using randomized prospective trial data (when available) to estimate parameters in such models is critical for translating the theoretical points raised by this analysis into practical decision support for clinicians. Understanding the potential complexities involving primary and secondary prevention strategies illustrated by our results may inform future trial design and meta-analyses in the arena of preventative medicine.
